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EDITORIAL 
 

Dear brothers and sisters,  

Pranams. 

 

The spirit of Bodhayanti Parasparam is the real reason why every 

discourse exists.  Bodhayanti Parasparam is preceded by 

Macchitta Madgatha Pranah as shown on the cover page of our 

Satyapadam. And this is the reason Satyapadam exists and many 

capable abhyasis are encouraged to contribute to spread the 

message of the Master.  And whenever there's an occassion we 

should endeavour to have dialogue on the goal, on the system 

and on the Master.  Dialogue requires both a speaker and a 

listener. In our seminars, Bhandaras and workshops a few are 

speaking and many are listening. It's a God given gift that some 

are able to express the message of the Master explicitly.  

It's more a blessing that a listener is able to participate in the 

dialogue extolling the message of the master. The one who seeks 

a clarification should approach in a state of Pariprashnena. Other 

wise the purpose of Bodhayanti Parasparam is not served.  
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Everyone evolves to the extent one can.  There's no comparison 

or competition in the Divine creation.  The goal we aim for is 

Infinity.  Concord is the Divine quality one should develop.  Bias, 

prejudice and hate are to be avoided with utmost effort.  

Cooperation is the need of the hour.  Let's move together on the 

path with mutual love, respect and devotion towards the 

Master.  

 

Pranams,  

Dr Dakshinamurthy 
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MISERY, IT’S BEGINNING AND END  
-Pujya Babuji Maharaj 

One who is born in this world is sure to taste miseries. One 

cannot escape from it. That is why we try to get rid of these 

things by going into penance; and Rishis (sages) have devoted 

themselves thoroughly towards it. There is no remedy for 

overcoming these miseries except devoting ourselves towards 

Godly thoughts of purest nature. Our thoughts are scattering the 

main current like the canals in the river making the river weak. 

The river cannot flow in torrents if so many canals have been dug 

out from it. The same is the case with us. Our ideas and thoughts 

always seem to have wings, and so they have made the main 

stream weaker. During puja we draw in these things and 

consolidate them in one flow. The thought will have the same 

force from which so many canals have been made. So the 

process we adopt is that we go deeper and deeper into the vast 

expanse. The force of going towards It draws in the water 

spreading into all corners towards the force of pious thoughts. 

The result is that the scattered superfluous things come to the 

main and supreme current which is now to flow towards the 

Almighty — the main goal and place of our destination. 
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All that is born of attachment is misery. Pain and pleasure 

both contribute to miseries. “If a man were not born, he would 

not have been subject to these miserable states. The condition 

which causes birth is the force of the will which turns out into 

the tendency or predisposition to be born. The cause of this 

tendency is the mental clinging to, or grasping the object of, the 

world, and this clinging is due to our thirst or craving to enjoy 

objects, sights, and sounds, etc. The cause of our desire is our 

previous experience tinged with pleasant feelings. But sense 

experience cannot arise but for contact of sense organs with an 

object, and this contact again would not arise had there been no 

organs of cognition — the five senses and Manas. The six organs 

depend for their existence on the body-mind organism which 

constitutes the perceptible being of man. This organism could 

not develop in the mother's womb if it were dead or devoid of 

consciousness, but the consciousness which descends into the 

embryo in the mother's womb is only the effect of impressions 

(Sanskar) of our past existence. The impressions which we make 

for rebirth are due to Avidya. If perfectly realised, there would 

not arise in us any karma resulting in rebirth”. Thus says 

Mahatma Buddha. 

I perfectly agree with these ideas laid down by Gautama 

Buddha. If we go with the full force at our command towards our 
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main goal, the world would itself become a second thought. Go 

on doing the process of meditation till it is matured. This is the 

last stage of meditation. When we become one with the real 

thing, the things following it grow so dark that we do not 

perceive them. In other words, we become blind in this respect 

and our vision for the real things improves and we bring it to 

such a standard that we are lost altogether. When this condition 

comes we feel that we are in the state of liberation. If this 

condition is matured then there is the end of all miseries — no 

pain, no sorrow, no enjoyment and no pleasure. The machinery 

of body now works without producing impressions upon us. In 

other words, the body becomes an automatic machine which 

runs by itself as duties demand. Here is the end of everything 

and there is no making of sanskaras. Here is the point where we 

surrender ourselves in toto automatically. This is the essence  

(Tattva) of the Bhagavad Gita. This is the condition which the 

angels crave for. It is reserved for the human being alone. Dear 

friend, do you not crave for it? I think everyone of us must 

endeavour to achieve this end. The thing is not as difficult as it 

seems to be, and to me it is as simple as anything. Absorbency in 

the pious thoughts achieves this goal. 

* * * 
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LIBERATION 
-  Pujya Babuji Maharaj 

Liberation has today become very easy because of the 

presence of the Divine Personality. The conception of people 

does not generally go beyond the point of liberation which they 

take to be the final limit of human approach. But that is a wrong 

idea. As a matter of fact liberation is the lowest attainment on 

the Divine path, hence it is just like a toy for a child to play with. 

Beyond that there is yet a lot to be achieved. The Infinite oceans 

lies still ahead. It is a limitless expanse. Have your eyes fixed 

upon That and only That, and go on and on to trace it out. 

I have a heart ever ready to help anyone who might be in 

need of help. I take the job not as a master but only as a humble 

servant of humanity. There are and have been masterly gurus 

who work and have worked as masters in their time, but I prefer 

to be a servant instead, and to work as a servant for the good of 

the people in general. Please do what you are told to do, and 

keep me informed of your day to day progress and also of the 

difficulties if any. I may assure you that you can achieve the goal 

very easily if you go on persistently with constant remembrance. 

*** 
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STATE OF REALISATION  
- Pujya Babuji Maharaj 

There are many systems proclaimed as the best and the 

most efficacious, and all of them no doubt claim Realisation as 

their goal. But here we must pause a while to weigh them all 

with the heart's eye. I use the word ‘heart' because it is the 

nucleus and creates the vibrant motion whereto it is directed. 

This is the field for the mind to work, and this is the instrument 

by which we develop the discriminative faculty. The subtle forces 

work in this plain for the descent of Divine energy. If somehow 

our thinking conjoins with it, or we train it so that it may 

percolate the right thing and direct it towards reality, the 

problem is solved. But that is impossible unless one tries to have 

a clear view of what realization is. Every religious minded man 

and scientific explorer is of the opinion that it is the subtlest 

force that is working. You can easily know it if you are away from 

the grossness which you have gathered round by your misguided 

thoughts. Now you can easily deduce that if it helps our 

movement towards subtleness, the method is correct. But if it 

tends to enlarge your self with grossness it is not only wrong but 

it also pulls you down, and realization becomes far distant. 
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Miracles do occur. They may be classified under two heads, 

one of Divine nature and the other of material nature. The 

purpose of the former is always Godly, whereas that of the latter 

is worldly. The former type of miracles are awakened to him who 

proceeds by subtleness, and they solve the problem of life that 

confronts us all. On the other hand, those proceeding along with 

grossness develop miracles of the latter type which over burden 

the heart. If, however, one gets absorbed in the conditions of the 

lower attainments, he as a whole becomes a knot (so to say) 

with a whirlpool inside for himself to be drowned. If that power 

is utilised on others they will also be dragged into the same 

whirlpool. I must point out in clear terms that miracles of subtle 

nature are developed by those who are entrusted with Divine 

work. In our sanstha one may hardly find an abhyasi having 

unflinching faith in the master, free from subtle miracles. But the 

master's hand keeps him under control not allowing him to peep 

right or left, lest he should go astray. He is not even conscious of 

them but they come to his knowledge when the nature of Divine 

work assigned to him demands awakening of the Hylem shadow 

which promotes miracles, but only of Divine nature. I do not 

enter into further details on the point. Suffice it to say that if one 

can put a man on the right path that is one of the best miracles. 
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The technique of our path, though quite simple and 

natural, is beyond common grasp, since it adheres closely to the 

absolute Reality and proceeds on subtlest lines. It prescribes 

meditation on heart, thinking of the Divine light, but the abhyasi 

is directed not to view the light in any form or shape like the 

electric light or the moonlight. In that case, the light appearing 

therein will not be the real one, but only as projected by him. An 

abhyasi is advised to proceed with a mere supposition of it with 

the thought of the Divine at the bottom. What happens then is 

that it becomes the subtlest, with the result that we thus 

meditate upon the subtlest which is to be attained. Every saint 

has used the word “Light” and I too cannot avoid it because that 

is the best expression for Reality. But that creates some 

complication, because when we talk of “Light” the idea of 

luminosity becomes prominent and we begin to take it as 

glittering. The Real Light carries with it no such idea. It refers 

only to the real substance or, more appropriately, ‘substanceless 

substance'. Under our system an abhyasi, no doubt, sometimes 

sees light. But the glittering light appears only in the beginning 

when matter comes in contact with energy. In other words, it is 

only a clue to show that energy has begun to work. The Real light 
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as I have discussed in the ‘Efficacy of Raja Yoga' has the colour of 

dawn or a faint reflection of colourlessness. 

Under this system much emphasis is laid on removing the 

grossness so that over-cloudiness which hovers around the soul 

be removed. That is for all preceptors of the Mission an 

important part of their duty. Still much is to be done in this 

respect by the abhyasi himself, who is prescribed a method for 

the purpose. I do not mean to touch the point why we meditate 

upon the heart, since it has already been discussed elsewhere. 

Most of the scholarly saints have tried to define the state 

of realisation in numerous odd ways, but to me it appears that if 

it can be defined it is not realisation. It is really a dumb state 

which is beyond expression. Feeling or observing luminosity 

within or without is not realisation at all. During the early period 

of my abhyas I often witnessed and felt luminosity. But that not 

being the goal, I proceeded on under the watchful support of my 

master from ‘Light to gray' as Dr. K. C. Varadachari rightly puts it 

(for our system). It is not in fact Light in the sense of luminosity 

that we are finally proceeding to but to that goal where there is 

neither darkness nor light, as the emblem of our institute 

indicates. What that can possibly be is beyond words. 
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Consciously, the inner craving of a human heart is the 

attainment of the Real. This is the ladder for one to ascend 

towards the unknown. When this craving is satisfied we also 

become unknown to ourselves. We thus enter a state of oblivion 

where self is totally forgotten, and the Consciousness of the 

body or the soul is all gone. The impressions of existence which 

encumber the heart are all washed away. One cannot imagine 

what he is or what others are. The tie of relationship is broken, 

and he does not feel himself connected with anybody. In short 

he loses his very entity. He does things which leave no 

impression upon him. The formation of samskaras stops, and he 

is free from their effect. He thus acquires the state of nishkam 

karma, so beautifully discussed by Lord Krishna in the Gita. At 

this stage the man attains an almost balanced state similar to 

that which prevailed before the creation came into existence. His 

heart is quite calm, and mind disciplined. He is so much absorbed 

in Brahm that he does not like to part with it even for a moment. 

So he can no longer meditate either on God or on himself. If, 

however, he attempts to meditate for a while, breathlessness 

will follow, since he is swimming in the sphere where there is no 

density. At this stage they say that self is realised; but that is a 

wrong impression because there one know what he is, and this is 
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what they lay so much stress upon. What happens at the stage is 

that the cells of the body begin to get transformed into energy 

and then finally into its ultimate. There is no charm, no attraction 

and no anandam (in the popular sense of the word). It is a 

tasteless state, unchanging and constant. It can more 

appropriately be described as ‘sang-e-benamak' — a lump of salt 

stone from which saltishness has been taken away. 

Having attained the state of realization one develops an 

unfailing will in the spiritual sphere. Though in a state of 

forgetfulness, he is the knower (in a limited sense of course) of 

all the sciences of the world. God is the knower of all things and 

one who is absorbed in Him must also be the knower (with due 

regard to human limitations). But though limitations are broken 

by the Master, still the sense of humanity is not lost and the 

instinct remains throughout, because if the instinct is absorbed, 

the man will leave the body at once. So in that state he looks 

both upwards and downwards as the situation demands. It is, 

therefore, necessary to have an unlimited view in order to attain 

the unlimited, and the method for its attainment must also be 

the right one. 
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Under our system, the dormant energy of the centres and 

sub-centres is awakened so as to enable them to function 

properly. When the higher centres are awakened, they begin to 

shed their effect upon the lower centres, and when they come in 

contact with the Divine, the lower ones get merged into them. 

Thus the higher centres take over charge of the lower 

ones. The lower centres too are cleaned so as to relieve them of 

the grosser effect which keeps them enwrapped. That alone is 

the natural course, and I think no other method except that 

followed here can ever bring out such results. Every trainer of 

the institute, having firm faith in the master, can bring out such 

results in an instant if the abhyasi has developed capacity for it. 

At this stage there are numerous different states which are 

acquired one after the other during the course of our march. But 

the condition that exists there is such that if an abhyasi attempts 

to cross over to the next by self effort, he is unable to bear the 

strong flow of the Divine energy and instantly slips down. It is 

only the power of the master of calibre which can keep him up to 

overcome it. At the very highest stages the flow gets stronger 

because Godly energy becomes still subtler and the subtler force 

is naturally more powerful. 
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Generally learned men, though I respect them much, 

express their opinion about realization or its condition on the 

basis of their learning, and not upon their empirical knowledge 

which is really the dependable one. For that reason I regret to 

say that realization has now become a present day art. The 

reality has sunk down deep, leaving its outer cover for the artists 

to paint with colours according to their mental taste and skill. 

The result is that people begin to focus their attention on those 

very paintings and get in to them to an extent which is neither 

spiritual nor real. I believe one must not have any right to touch 

the subject of realization, unless he has attained it in true sense, 

whereby the Divine wisdom has awakened in him. 

 

* * * 
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Pujya Babuji Maharaj’s response  

to a letter from Tinsukia Abhyasi 
(Translated from Sahaj Marg Patrika February 1957) 

 

Dear brother, Auspicious Blessings! 

Received your letter dated 20-4-56. 

Your spiritual condition is good and slowly the laya avastha is 

also maturing. The essence of love is that the lover should have 

no idea why he is seeking God. To the extent our self-interest 

exists, it cannot qualify as devotion.  Thus you being unaware as 

to why you are seeking the Master, reflects a very good 

condition. 

Feeling the presence of Master in everyone indicates that the 

laya avastha in the Master is increasing to the extent that the 

essence of Master is visible in everyone. Kabirdas has described 

such a condition in his writing thus 

“My entire surroundings have turned into a mirror and I see your 

reflection everywhere. 

In the pebbles, stones and shards, I see only Thee.” 
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When the fire of devotion is kindled in us, all the obstacles that 

prevent us from moving towards Divine start getting removed. 

Getting to this state of laya avastha is what is stressed upon in 

our “Shri Ram Chandra Mission” and I have also highlighted 

various conditions in the “Efficacy of Raja Yoga” book. 

It is essential to understand that as long as the body 

consciousness prevails, it is impossible to reach the door of the 

Master. This necessarily has to go. From here the soul 

consciousness starts which the abhyasi feels as the Master. 

When even this is gone, or in other words, when we have gone 

beyond the body consciousness and soul consciousness, only 

then can we begin to absorb in the Divine condition. After this 

also there are many more conditions that we go through the 

process of layavastha(merging) followed by its Turiya. What 

remains after a particular condition is dead and gone, is called its 

Turiya.  

Sufis have given an exalted status to the condition of Fana-Fila 

and this is correct as well. It can be called the last limit for the 

abhyasi. If we dwell upon what it is, we will understand that it is 

actually a very simple thing. Essentially, when we get rid of our 

avarnas, the merging in the Divine condition begins 
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automatically. When we lose everything of ours and become 

devoid of any qualities, our condition becomes that of oneness 

with the Divine and this is Fana-Fila. 

Before we arrive at this condition, we have to pass through 

a number of conditions and the journey can be made easy only 

through the process of transmission or Pranahuti.  This is 

because when we begin to pass through these subtle states, they 

exert a downward force and it is impossible to cross these waves 

by self effort alone.  Therefore only such a guide who has himself 

crossed these states can be helpful to us. A person who has 

crossed these states and developed control over these 

conditions, has that power. Such a person can then use his will 

power to take an abhyasi far along the path. Only such a person 

is capable of being a true guide. 

If we go to a Mahatma or a guru and he prescribes for us a way 

of puja and a set of practices that have been written in the 

books, in this case there is no real difference between an 

aspirant and the guru as an aspirant can read the books by 

himself and learn the method prescribed. We are in the need of 

a guru who can support us fully on the path and ensure that we 

keep moving forward. Even Swami Vivekananda has remarked at 
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some place that we should go only to a guru who has the ability 

to uplift us through the power of Pranahuti. Only then real 

progress is possible. Without it is very difficult to take our boat 

across the reverse current. 

Your well wisher 
 
Ramchandra 
President 
 
 
 
TRANSFORMATION – Real love: 

If there is real love, every particle of the 

body should get transformed within seven years. 

If the disciple enters the mental sphere of the 

Guru surrendering all his belongings to him, it 

takes only seven months to deliver him into the 

brighter world. 

*** 
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COMPANY OF THE DIVINE 
- Sri K.C.Narayana  

While dealing with the subject of Surrender Dr.K.C.V. 

asserts that God is constantly with us and ready to help us 

provided we express our desire for such an assistance. The 

immediate question that would arise in any aspirant would be if 

that is so why is it we do not seem to be progressing in the path 

as fast as we would like to? This statement of assurance however 

welcome has certain conditions which he states later in the 

article. He states that ‘The most important thing in this matter is, 

we are willing to seek God or Master. That is an act of "will" not 

of "inclination" alone. If we have decided that we want the 

Master's help for our own higher evolution, or to reach the 

Ultimate, we will find that God is very near.” It is not seeking 

help of the Master for petty desires and wishes that gets us the 

help of God. When we realise that we are slaves of our wishes 

and are determined to get over them and seek Him for His sake 

we find Him closest to our heart. To come to that condition we 

have to move sufficiently in the path. Dr. K.C.V. states that 

“Virtues such as Satya, ahimsa, aparigraha, asteya, 

brahmacharya, sauca, Dana, daya etc., and also austerities such 

as observing vows and fasting, reveals the training that is being 
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given to the sense and motor organs, and the mind itself, in 

order to prepare one for the receipt of Divine Grace or 

power.”  (Reference: Vol 1 - 376) 

He quotes from Isa Upanishad the following mantra and 

gives its meaning. 

“Om Krato smara Krtham smara; 

  Krato smara Krtham smara". 

 

 "O lord of Sacrifice or Surrender! Remember    what I 

have done and the second statement "Remember what I have 

done" means God will have to complete the act of surrender 

Himself.” After sufficient sadhana which includes hearing the 

Masters of the Order and also after sufficient mentation we gain 

a fairly gross understanding of our true status and are realised to 

that extent. We realise the importance of prayer and feel 

breathless without the same even for a minute or less than that 

time. The Upanishad continues after the above mantra and 

states the importance of prayer in order to attain liberation. 

With this intent in mind, the Supreme as present in Agni is 

worshipped -- 
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“Agne naya supatha raye asman visvani deva vayunani vidvan:  

yuyodhyasmajjuhuranameno bhuyistam te nama uktim 

vidhema. 

The meaning of the prayer is “O Lord, as `Agni', you are 

verily the controller of the body, and even of the whole universe; 

lead us by the highest path to the wealth of liberation; you fully 

know all that we know, all the efforts we have made; remove 

from us the effects of past sinful acts that are causing bondage, 

thus we pray unto you with our fullest knowledge and devotion.”  

Dr. K.C.V. states that “Now this is a very difficult point to 

explain and many people want to be lazy enough to say "let 

Master surrender. Why should I surrender, let Master do 

everything and I shall be the recipient". I do not think that is the 

meaning. If we go a little way, God takes us a long way. If we 

make total surrender, He will complete the surrender by taking 

us up. That is, we are enabled to surrender more and more 

willingly to His treatment and training without any protest, 

without resistance and without egoistic self assertions that we 

have done the surrender and that He has not done it. The whole 

point therefore is that our devotion will develop when we 

observe that not only our physical body is prostrated before the 
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Master every day or every hour, but our vital bodies which are 

full of desires, cravings and other tendencies, get controlled. 

"Sama" and "Dama" equally follow it. Then, the mind also ceases 

to wander and we find constant remembrance and our spiritual 

faculties begin to develop. In other words, we find that we are 

more and more absorbed even without our being conscious that 

we are in God or the Master. This is devotion. Once this occurs 

we recognize at once that God's Grace is flowing through us. And 

I hold the view that God's grace has begun to flow through us the 

moment we surrender either mentally or physically or vitally. 

Now all these things show that God is constantly with us and 

ready to take us up at the slightest sign on our part of accepting 

Him.” 

After discussing the states of consciousness Master says 

‘Once the attainment has set in, you would have achieved divine 

attributes.’ He continues stating that “Now having reached the 

attribute, say, you have come into the Sunshine. Prior to it we 

were aware of only our own attributes.” (SDG P.42) That means 

we know only ourself and our attention to the divine is subject to 

the condition of our self. Rev. Master continues “Now your 

swimming started in what lies just beyond God i.e. just after it.” 
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This is really blasphemous! Going beyond God when we are 

talking of surrendering to Him? But in fact for those who have 

experienced this condition the idea of God is off and the journey 

is on. Master states further that “Having come up to here we 

now get tidings of going still ahead. When remembrance has 

progressed to the extent that the awareness of remembrance 

itself is lost, then the form of remembrance gets changed and 

this we know on moving beyond it. “One is unaware to the 

extent that he is aware. (JISKO JITHNA HOSH HAI UTNA HI 

BEHOSH HAI) It will be premature to reveal it. The tidings of this, 

on arriving at that state, will come when one automatically starts 

trying to reach it, by one self.” (SDG 42-43) I humbly submit to all 

the aspirants to note that the condition here is had only when 

one tries to reach it automatically at that stage and the role of 

the Master is minimal here.  Master makes a remarkable 

statement when he said “The sages of yore have regarded the 

state of acceptance of and happiness in Lords’ will as surrender. 

Now, I give a prescription. “Yearning pure and simple to reach 

Him and Him alone!” But we should remember this yearning is 

not the same as the yearning we start with, it is a condition after 

crossing the limits of divine attributes and even God. This 
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surrender is entirely different from the surrender we have in the 

Fourth knot. 

Without a doubt, instinctively the most profound desire 

and yearning of each human being is to unite with God - in other 

words, to find God within himself.  Some seek this through 

mysticism and the domination of their desires, and others 

choose the terrible path of sensual and material rapture which 

leads the aspirants in that path to almost insanity. The only wise 

way to find God is through the practice of the highest spiritual 

virtues and with the direct help and guidance of the divine itself. 

As practicants of the path of PAM we are blessed with the direct 

awareness of the presence of the Divine through the imperience 

of the divine attributes of peace, calmness and deep quiet. 

During meditations it appears to us as though the heart is 

emptied of all thoughts and feelings. Actually, emptiness of mind 

is not even a state of mind, but the original essence of mind 

which we imperience by the grace of our beloved Master. 

"Essence of mind," "original mind," "original face," "emptiness"--

all these words mean the absolute calmness of our mind. 

Many aspirants inspite of the imperience they have 

express their desire to stop sadhana as they find the call for the 
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necessary discipline being beyond their capacity. It is no wonder 

that persons who are accustomed to instant food and instant 

coffee etc., lack the patience and perseverance necessary for 

sadhana. For them the words of Lord Krishna in the Bhagavad 

Gita may appeal better. 

“Listen to the principles of yoga. By practicing these you 

can break through the bonds of karma. On this path effort never 

goes to waste, and there is not failure. Even a little effort toward 

spiritual awareness will protect you from the greatest fear. Those 

who follow this path, resolving deep within themselves to seek 

Me alone, attain singleness of purpose. For those who lack 

resolution, the decisions of life are many--branched and 

endless."Bhagavad Gita2:39-41 

Not withstanding the presence of the divine and the 

imperience of the divine attributes during our sadhana we tend 

to doubt the presence of the divine. This is essentially due to the 

pull of our thoughts by the lower mind which moves more in the 

realm of pleasure rather than happiness. Many a time we are 

afraid to follow what is right and good for us and to humanity 

because of the consequences of social and relational threats. If 

we are aware of the divine in our heart and can only yield to that 
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we will understand that security is not the absence of danger, 

but the awareness of the presence of Master, no matter what 

the danger is. If only we can say to God who is with us always 

that ‘we are Thine’, the promise of the Srimad Ramayana i.e. 

“Sakrdeva prapannaya tava asmi iti yachate Abhyam 

sarvabhootebhyo dadami etad vrtam mama” will be experienced 

as true. 

The topic of the seminar is clarifying 1. That God is with 

us constantly and 2. That we are to be ready to accept Him and 

3. That He would readily accept us on such intimation. It is 

obvious that we meditate on the heart. It is our experience that 

as great as the infinite space beyond is the space within our little 

heart that is consecrated with the presence of God. We find that 

both the divine and mundane are contained in the chambers of 

the heart marked as U and L by our great Master. Brahman 

resides in the space within the heart and within that space is the 

cessation of all our desires and it is that space we are longing for 

realisation. Realisation we know is a state of mind where the non 

dual Love is imperienced. Love is unconditional acceptance. It is 

love of parents for child; also the non-possessive love of 

partners; also the caring love between all people that enables 
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forgiveness. It is above energy, though it may be expressed 

energetically. It is the Universal consciousness and it is the 

binding force of the Universe, inherent in all that is. If we can 

love one selflessly we cannot help loving all. If that one is the 

Master the results will be splendid. Then the following of the 

commandments become easy. For truly loving another means 

letting go of all expectations. It means full acceptance, even 

celebration of another's personhood. When we practice and live 

such a type of love we will be inwardly free of all hopes and 

desires, but outwardly do what needs to be done. Without hopes 

in our heart we live as if we were full of hopes. Giving up the idea 

of being a doer becomes easy when we love others and all our 

acts then take the status of being service and sacrifice. We can 

then live with our heart now cool and now warm just as 

everyone else. Having thus been embraced by the divine this is 

how we live in the world, completely free from the least trace of 

ego. Further having emptied ourself we find experiencing 

emptiness is also experiencing peace, and the potential of peace 

is it’s unfolding as harmony among all people, animals, plants, 

and things. The conditions of uparati, upeksha, Atma nivedana 

and sthirachittamu then get matured and transformed into the 

condition of surrender and the individual will is totally negated 
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and the will of the Master takes over the governance of the 

individual. The commandments of the Master formulate this 

harmony. 

It was stated by a wit that the test to find whether our 

mission on earth is finished is to ask if we are alive and if yes we 

should think the mission is not finished. This is a great truth 

expressed simply. As long as God is not living in us our mission in 

life is not satisfactorily completed. We have to die and die in the 

divine consciousness terminating our petty individual 

consciousness. As Master has said it requires courage to say so 

and live in such a way that others say so. A suffering heart 

cannot have such courage. We should realise that nothing brings 

suffering as does an untamed, uncontrolled, unattended and 

unrestrained heart. Such a heart brings suffering. The temple of 

God need not be put to such a condition and we have the option 

to totally dedicate the same to the divine. That brings happiness 

in the real sense and grants happiness to others. Such a heart 

always radiates and transmits the divine force which grants the 

persons in and around him peace and calmness and in some 

fortunate cases bliss too. We should know that our heart and 
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mind are sacred enclosures given in trust to us and nothing 

harmful can enter it except by our permission and promotion. 

The Master or God who is said to be ready to respond the 

moment we call him is what we seek during meditation. An act 

of meditation is actually an act of faith, a faith in our spirit, in our 

own potential. Faith is the basis of meditation. It is not so much a 

faith in something outside us, a metaphysical God, an 

unattainable ideal, or someone else's words. The faith is in us, in 

our own "Master-nature." We too can be a Master, an awakened 

being that lives and responds in a wise, creative, and 

compassionate way. 

When we say we are Masters in spiritual life we are only 

saying that we live in a non personal consciousness. The more 

generous we are, the more joyous we become. The more 

cooperative we are, the more valuable we become. The more 

enthusiastic we are, the more productive we become. The more 

serving we are, the more prosperous we become. Such is the 

possibility in following the Natural Path of our beloved Master Sri 

Ramchandraji Maharaj of Shahjahanpur. 
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It is necessary that we translate the feelings of embrace 

of the Master who holds us in close intimacy and many times 

chocking us with His love infinite, into our daily life activities. We 

should not forget to bring the good experiences of meditation 

into our daily activities. Instead of acting and reacting impulsively 

and following our thoughts and feelings here and there, we 

should keep close watch our mind carefully, and be aware, and 

try to deal skilfully with problems as they arise. We have to take 

heed that when effort is too strenuous it leads to strain and 

when too slack to laziness. In adversities we should have the 

wisdom to realise that when our heart grieves over what it has 

lost, the spirit rejoices over what it has left. So we have to make 

a firm determination that we will adopt the middle way, not 

allowing ourself to struggle or to slacken, but recognizing that 

faith, energy, meditation, concentration, wisdom are the 

blessings of the Master and  are the fruits of a calm and 

equitable Natural Path which we follow. It is then we can say we 

have moulded our life to serve the divine purpose and mission.  

By the order and blessings of my Master I have been in the 

service of aspirants who seek to enter as well as those who are in 

the system of Natural Path. But the acceptance of the Master 
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being close by is something that is not always acceptable to 

them. 

It is my experience that instead of accepting totally the 

divine who is close by they tend to search for solutions for their 

dark and depressing states of consciousness on their own. While 

they profess a love for the Divine light within, whenever an 

unwanted moment appears they look into the dark abyss where 

they think the roots of the problems lie. But they see no Light 

there and it is only total darkness. Then comes an immediate 

resistance to it and instead of yielding to the Master within they 

look more into the darkness and naturally the darkness and 

depression rules the day. Let me shed some light on this 

problem. Things are not always as they are seen.  

I am not in the habit of seeing cinemas. But I read a 

review of a film called ‘The Wizard of Oz’. The story was woven 

around one Dorothy who was trying to find her way back home. 

She had three odd companions on the path. Firstly there was the 

scarecrow, then tin man, and thirdly a cowardly lion. They were 

all going to see the great wizard who would grant each of them 

their most fervent wish. The scarecrow wanted a brain, a mind 

with which to reason and know the truth of things. The tin man 
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hoped for a heart to beat in his hollow tin chest, so that by its 

warmth and rhythmic beating he would know the presence of 

the love for which he longed; and the cowardly lion wanted 

courage to face his fears, to meet any form of darkness with 

what it takes to defeat it. By the end of the story, largely as a 

result of what they go through because of their love for Dorothy, 

each makes this glad discovery: the very quality of character for 

which they had gone out searching was already living within 

them!  

Even so we have forgotten that our true nature cannot be 

made a captive of any dark condition any more than a sunbeam 

can be caught and held in a bottle. Our True Self is Union with 

Master itself, in every meaning of the word, because Master by 

His very presence in our heart as divine light fulfils and liberates 

all that He touches. If we have the determination we will not 

mind all the voices that no doubt we hear shouting at us when 

we decide to be with the Master consciously. That which is dark 

does go gently through being made new and bright. So there is 

hard work involved. But the Light we realize within us never fails, 

it literally carries us above whatever mountain is before us by 

revealing it to be nothing other than what we are determined to 
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reach. We cannot control the way the world turns, we cannot 

change day into night, we cannot keep what is not ours and we 

cannot hide these facts from ourselves, no matter how hard we 

try. But what we are given to do and that turns out to be the one 

power of ours truly capable of transforming the whole of life, is 

that we can choose, moment to moment to be with the Master 

in whom we are intertwined. 

Pranams. 

 

  

When we want to humour a baby we pose innocence like 

him.  so also for realising Him we have ourselves to 

become god-like. (SDG 72) 

- Pujya Babuji Maharaj 
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10.  ఆ కత - మ ఢ భ  

   (1970 సంవత రమ  ర ప ల  జ న   ల  ఇ న సం ేశమ ) 

- ప జ  బ బ  మహ ా  
 

 
       పపంచమ ల  మతమ ల య , ాట అవసరమ  

మనక  క నప డ  దలౖన .  మ ి అంతరంగమ నుం  

, బ హ  షయమ లనుం   దలౖన .  అ  

అ య  మతమ ను ం  భగవ  తత మ ను 

మ చ టంచుటక  పయ ం న . ఆస గల ా   

స  తత మ ను ెల సు నుటక   స యప న .  ాట 

పయత మ  లవరక  ఫ ం నను, టల  ఫ ంచలదు.  

ఎందువలనన ా మతమ  ామ ను లక , ఆ కత 

ఎన ద న మం  మ త  ఉ ే ంపబ న .  ా  ా  

ె , అ ాయమ లననుస ం , ల ల మం  మతమ ను 

అనుస ం ెదర .  అందు ేత ా  మనసత మ ల రమ ా 

 అ క ాఖల ా న .  ఇ  ఒక ౖప  ల  

ఉన త న వమ ల  క య ంట , మ క ౖప  

సూల న నడవ క క  య న .  ప ిత ల ప వమ వలన 
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టల  సూలత మ  మ య  సూ త మ  ండ ను కలవ .  

సూ న మనసు  క న ా   ల  ప తనమ  

బ ధపడ ను.  సూల మనసు  కల ా , సూలత మ  మ త  

చ ంచును. ఆల చన సూల న  ావ న   మతమ  

సూలత మ ను జ ం ర .  అ క మ ర  అసత మ  

ె ి న  అ ే సత మ ా మ ర ను.  అ ే ఇచట జ , ా  

మ ఢ నమ కమ ల , మతమ ల  గ న .  పమ  ల  

కట ఆవ ంచును.  క నులౖనప డ  మ ఢ లగ దుర .  

స  తత మ  ల  ౖ నులగ దుర . ఇప డ  ార  సూల న 

దశక  ేర .  ర  ధమ ా ెప వలన న ా ల  

ప త మ  ా ిం , జంత  సంబంధ న ి  ేర . 

ను ఈ ఆవ ను ం ను ావ న ావల ినంత ధనమ  

ేక న , ఈ గ రమ ను ం  ావ న క  మనుమడ  

క డ  అను ఆల చనలను ార  అప డప డ  ేయ దుర . 

ఇట వంట వమ లను ార  ంచు దర .  ఇట వంట 

ప ిత ల  ంత ాలమ  ా న , అ క న తర 

వమ లను ం ం ంచును.  ట  మనమ  
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మ ఢనమ కమ ల  ి ెదమ .  ాట  ఒక అరమ  లద  

ాటంతట  ె యజయ చున .  ా   మ తమ  

సూల న ఆల చనల క  ఫ తమ .  సూలత మ  క  

ఉన త తత మ  గ ం నప డ , మనమ  ఆ క 

తత మ ల  నున ట  ం ెదమ .  ఇ క  మ ఢ భ .  

ాసవమ  ా  ార  వ ం ెదర .  ాలల  మద మ ను 

క ిన  అ  ంక ంతమ తమ  ాల  ావ  క !   

   ాతబ న ఏ మతమ ల ౖ  అట వంట ప ిత ల  ట  

ేసు నును.   స ేయ ట  స   ప ర ష ల  జ ం ెదర .  

ా  అట వంట సత ర ష ల  అ ళలల  ాక వ ట మన 

దురదృషమ . ఎందువలనన ా,  ారలను మనమ  

ఆ ంచమ .  ఎందువలన ా  మనమ  ఆ ంచమ ?  

ఎందువలనన ా పజల మ ఢ భ  మతమ ా మ న .  ార  

ల  ంత ా ాత క రన ా, కన  ఉన త న 

గ ం   ఆల ంచు ి ల  లర . ఈ మ ఢభ  

అ గ ం న శ గల ా   స  ప ర ష ల  అంట ర . ఈ 

పపంచమ ల  వ క లను  మ ర ేయ టక  అట ైతన మ  
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ావలను.  ా ధులను ౖదు డ  నయమ  ేయగలడ  ా  ల 

ాప  ేయలడ .  పసుత య గ ధర మ  ట?  

ందమ నుం  శ  ఉద ంచుచున .  అ  మనలను బ ద 

ేయవలను ల  ంచు నవలను.  మనమ  జమ ా 

మ ర  ెందవలనను క ఉన   దృ ిల  

నుంచు నవలను.  స  య దభ ల  ధు వల, 

 ా ంచుటల  మన ైర మ ను ప ంచు నుట ,  

మ ందుక  ావలను.   

 

                               * * * 
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సూ న ాధన 

-  . . యణ 
 
   రణ ావ  షమ న .  అంద ల  ల య ంట  

త ంప ే  పరంజ   మ ర ా .  అ పరంజ  

ప ఖ ా ం  నం ెయ డమ  ా రణం ా మనం 

ంట ంట మ .  ా  మనక  ప జ  బ బ  ార  య ం న 

మ రంల  ఆ జ  ల గ ల  ాం ా ం  నం 

ెయ డంల  షత అరం ా ాలంట జ , ల గ , ాం  

క  స ర పం ెల సు నవల ియ ం .  ఒక ప ద, 

ల   లక నూ , అందుల  ప  ే ిన వ  

ం నప డ  జ  కల గ త ం .  అందుల  మనంచూ  ాం  

ం ౖప  ం ెమ  డల ాను, ౖన క ణ  సన  ఖ ా 

కన డ త ం . ఆ ాం  నల ౖప ల  పస ం  ల గ  సుం .  

పరంజ  ఇహ జ  న ంగ య ండవల ిన 

అవసర ం ై య ం .  లక ంట అ జ  పరం అ  షణం  

ిల వనవసరమ  లదు.  ఇహపరమ న ాం  ం  ౖప  

గమ  ౖ ౖప కంట  ఎక వయ ంట ం .  ప జ బ బ ార  
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ౖ గంల  రంల  రమ ం ాబట ం  గమ  క  

య ంట ంద  ె ార .  (The lower part of its is 

heat because weightless weight is there 

above it. S.G.D.127).  ా  పరంజ  షయంల  అ 

ల గ ల  ాం  వత  ౖ ౖప  ఎక వ ాను ం  ౖప  

తక వ ానూ య ంట ంద  ాధక ల ా నుభవమ .  మనమ  

నమ  ే  నమ  అ  సూ మ  ాబట ఎట వంట బర వ  

లదు ాబట ం  గంల  యంత ాయ ండదు.  ం  ా  

మనసు  క  సహజమ న  మన ాధనల  

ందువలన  తక వ ాయ ంట ంద  షయం మనక  ెల సు.  

 డ  ప క ల ట  ం ా   బ ా త  ాం  

వ త మ  ందుత ం . ఏ ాధక  బ హ న ాం , 

ల గ  ర ంచదు.  ందర   న ం ా లల  నం 

ే ార .  ార  మనసు ను ఆశ ం  ప గ  ా ం ల  

పయ ా .  భగవ ప మ   ార  స ప ాశమ న 

ల గ  ఆశ ార .  పమ  స ప ాశమ  ాదు.  

ౖనను నట  అ  పంచభ తమ ల ౖ ఆ రప య న .  

అంత  అ యమగ   కృష తత మ  స ప ాశమ న .  
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 ఎర గవలనంట ాం  ల  ల గ ౖన  నం 

ెయ వల ియ ంట ం . 

       ఈ ాం  జ స ర పమ  ర ంగ టక  మన గ ర ేవ ల  

ఆ ే ం న పద  స న .  ఎప డ ే మనసు ల  

ం ా  ఆల చనల  తగ  మ ఖం పడ త ం ో  ౖ ా  

వనల  బలం ప ం  మనలను ఆ న  ౖప  

ప గ ంప ేసుం .  అల ాక మనం ఇహపరం ా ఆల ం  

మ ా  వనలను ఏ ారణం ేతన  

త ం నప డ  అ  మనక  ఆత చు  కల గ ేసుం .  అ  

మ రమ ల  ఒకటయ ా   ె య ెయ వల ిన బ ధ త 

ఎం ై య ం . బ ణ సుర డ  మ  వభక డ .  వ ాయ జ ం 

రక అ పరమ వ  స స తం ా తనక  ాపల  ాయమన  

మ ర డ .   కృష పరమ త  తన మనమ  ా ాడడం సం 

అత  సహసబ హ వ లను ెగనర , ా  ం ే సమయంల   

ార ే  తన క మ ర ా ం  డ వమన ా ద  

ను అం క ం డ  మనక  ెల సు.  ఇందు మనక  

ె యవ ే ే టంట తరతమ ధం ాటంచవల ిన అవసరం 
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ఎం ై య ంద .  బ ణ సు  త డ  మ సుర డ .  

ా త   హ , భ ే  తనయ డ .  సహ ాసమ ే ె   

కృష  ల  ౖభవమ వలన త ే ల  ాయ జ మం డ .  

ల గ  ా  ప ా ం . ారమ క కమ  

సూ మ న .  చందు  ల , సూర  ల , 

న తమ ల ల , ా రణ జ  ల  మనలను మన 

గమ ం ౖప  జ లదు.  మన ే యంక  పరమ న ా  

య ం .  ల గ  ల  జ ౖ నం షమ నద , అ  

అ  సూ మ నద , పరంజ  అట సూ మ న ాధన 

ా  ందగలమ  ె య .  మంతం, తంతం, 

గ ాధన, యం ాధన ఈ స ప ాలంల  చు  

య ండడమ  మనం గమ సు మ .  ఈ పదత ల  పరం  

ారలక  ఎట వంట స యమ  ేయదు క  సూ మ న 

ప జ  బ బ  ా  పద  ాట  ట  ఆచ ం ే ా  

ే య రయమ  స ా ెయ లద  మనం గ ం .  

అందువలన ర  సూల న ాధ పదత ల  ఆ క 

ఎదుగ దల ందల  ి  ే ర .  ామ, దమ లను 
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ంతవరక  ర  త ంచు గ , ల భ, హ, 

అహం ారమ ల బ నుం  ర  బయట పడలర .  ఎందుకంట 

ర  ఆచ ం ే ప జ  ల మ ఖ  వ ేశమ  ాబట.  

బ ణ సుర డ  (నరక డ ) దలగ  ార  ాధక ల, ా  

గమ రయంల  ా .  ా ల  ండంతల ే, ఇట ా  

ల  మలప టంత.  అం ే ే .   కృ ావ రమ , 

ాల దంతవక ల వధ  అంతం ాలదు.  జయ, జయ ల  

ాపవ ాన రణ  రణ క ప ల ా జ ం నప డ  వ ాహ, 

నర ంహ ల అవ రమ ల  ా  ైవ ార మ ను ర ం , 

తర ాత ావణ, క ంభకర ల ా ార  జ ం నప డ  

ామ ా అవత ం  మర  న ైవమ ,  కృష ా 

అవత ం నప డ  జయ, జయ సం రమ  తన అవ రమ  

ంచక పపంచమ ల య న  చ పవృ  క య న ా  

ం  తన అవ రమ ను ం డ .  ంచడమ  యనున  

స త ా ప  పవృ .   ఉప ంచునప డ  క  

వవ ేకమ  చ ణ ల పమ  ఎం ై య ంట ం .  

పర ామ డ  దుష య లను ర ం నను,  కృష డ  
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పల వ రసుర లను ం ననూ, భ మ త ఇక ట  

తగనందున,  ామచంద మ ా  ను మ నవ ౖజంల  

మ ర  సు రమ న  ఆ ేశమ  భగవంత డ  పం ి డ  

ఈ ాధన ే ా  ెల సు.  ఇతర ల  త రల  ఈ రహ ా  

ెల సు ంట ర  మన ా సం.  ఈయన తన త ాలంల  

ాక తన మ సమ  తర ాత క  ప  ే ాన  

ెప డ ాక మన ాధనల  ఎ  రకమ ల ా 

ోహదపడ త ో  ఆ స యం ం ే ా  ెల సు.  ా  

ఆ సు ల  అంద  అం ం ల  మన సంస ార కమమ లల  

అందర  ాల పంచు ాల   జ .ి 

 

(సత పథమ  : 2004 : ావ  సం క : 11-4) 
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Determination 
                                         - Pujya Babuji Maharaj 

What I want is that all of you rise as sun of spirituality!  
But how is it possible? 
When you do not let the shadow of earth eclipse the sun  
 
And when that is possible?   
When you orbit in such a way as your movement be direct.  
 
How to find this orbit?  How to move direct?   
By keeping the destination in full view.  
 
How to remember the destination?  
By becoming one with it  
 
And when can a person be one with that?   
When you lose yourself.  
 
And how to lose oneself?   
By bearing no other thought in the heart than that  
 
And how is that possible?  
By practice 
 
How practice is possible?   
Through love and interest. 
  
How love and interest can be engendered?  
By remembering constantly.  
 
And how constant remembrance be cultivated? 
Through determination. 
How determination is possible? 
When we gird up our loins to sacrifice our pleasures and to shake off 
idleness. 
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INSTITUTE OF SRI RAMCHANDRA 

CONSCIOUSNESS 

HYDERABAD, TELENGANA 

 
TRAINING PROGRAMME 

 

 Institute of Sri Ramchandra Consciousness, 

Hyderabad is conducting free Training Programme 

for those who are interested in Pranahuti Aided 

Meditation for consecutive two days on Second 

Saturday and Second Sunday of every month.  The 

training programme will be conducted at 

“IMPERIENCE” training centre.  Those who are 

interested may contact over telephone or log on to 

our website www.sriramchandra.in for registrations. 

IMPERENCE 

Centre for reaserch and Training in  

Pranahuti Aided Meditation 

5th Floor, Laxmi Paza, Entrenchment Road, 

East Marredpally, Secunderabad – 500 026 

                              Ph: 040 – 27731223 
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Vairagya  as it is commonly understood today is only 
an outward show of asceticism, detachment from all 
world relations and the total disregard of the duties 
of life. Really speaking it is neither the forced 
physical detachment nor aversion to, or hatred for, 
worldly objects required in life, nor any other thing 
of the kind. It is simply an inner feeling which turns 
our heart away from all that is superfluous for our 
normal living. Thus even an ordinary man, leading a 
worldly life, looking to all worldly affairs and 
possessing and claiming things for his requirements, 
can well acquire the state of vairagya in his ordinary 
worldly life. 

- Pujya Babuji Mharaj 


